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1. Introduction
The thermal state of the ground governs heat and water exchanges, latent and sensible heat fluxes, plant 
growth rates, and soil organic matter decomposition and transport (e.g., Bonan, 2015; Brubaker & Entekha-
bi, 1996; Dickinson, 1995; Geiger, 1965; Hillel, 1998; Stieglitz & Smerdon, 2007). Thus, an accurate simu-
lation of the ground thermal regime in Earth system models (ESMs) is important for a more realistic rep-
resentation of terrestrial ecosystems and land-atmosphere interactions, involving energetic, hydrological, 
biogeophysical, and agricultural processes relevant for society (e.g., Betts, 2007; Suni et al., 2015).

An important factor influencing the propagation of surface temperature ( surfE T  ) variations into the subsurface 
is the depth of the land surface model (LSM) component in ESMs, which is characterized by the zero-flux 
bottom boundary condition placement (BBCP). When a temperature signal propagates into the ground 

Abstract Previous analytical and simulation-based analyses suggest that deeper land surface models 
are needed to realistically simulate the terrestrial thermal state in climate models, with implications for 
land-atmosphere interactions. Analytical approaches mainly focused on the subsurface propagation of 
harmonics such as the annual temperature signal, and a direct comparison with climate-change model 
output has been elusive. This study addresses the propagation of a harmonic pulse fitted to represent 
the timescale and amplitude of anthropogenic warming. Its comparison to land model simulations with 
stepwise increased bottom boundary depth leads to an agreement between the simulation-based and 
analytical frameworks for long-term climate trends. Any depth increase gradually decreases the relative 
error in the subsurface thermodynamics, and a minimum depth of 170 m is recommended to simulate the 
ground climate adequately. The approach provides an accurate estimate of the required land-model depth 
for climate-change simulations and assesses the relative bias in insufficiently deep land models.

Plain Language Summary Many current-generation climate models have land components 
that are too shallow. Under climate change conditions, the long-term warming trend at the surface 
propagates deeper into the ground than the commonly used 3–10 m. Shallow models alter the terrestrial 
heat storage and distribution of temperatures in the subsurface, influencing the simulated land-
atmosphere interactions. Previous studies focusing on annual timescales suggest that deeper models 
are required to match subsurface-temperature observations and the classic analytical heat conduction 
solution. However, for a systematic investigation of land-model deepening in the frame of anthropogenic 
climate change, the classic analytical solution is inaccurate because it does not mimic the timescale and 
amplitude of the simulated warming trend. This study intends to bridge the gap between analytical and 
simulation-based estimates of the subsurface thermodynamic state by adapting the classic analytical 
framework to mimic long-term anthropogenic warming. The analysis shows that a land-model depth of 
at least 170 m is recommended for a proper simulation of the post-1850 ground climate, which differs up 
to 30% from the estimate of the classic approach. Compared to previous studies, this provides an accurate 
estimate of the required land model depth for long-term climate-change simulations and indicates the 
relative bias in insufficiently deep land models.
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through heat conduction, it experiences an exponential amplitude attenuation and a linear phase shift with 
depth (Carslaw & Jaeger, 1959). The surface signal affects the subsurface thermal state to a depth at which 
its amplitude is fully attenuated. This propagation is frequency-dependent. Surface changes reach depths 
that depend on the timescale of the surfE T  -signals and on the soil thermal properties such as mineral type and 
water content that alter the ground thermal diffusivity (Jackson & Taylor, 1986; Sorour et al., 1990).

Despite recent improvements in modeling land surface processes in ESMs (Fisher & Koven, 2020), only 
limited attention has been directed toward the effect of the BBCP in LSMs and its impact on the representa-
tion of terrestrial thermodynamics. Most of the ESMs used in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 
Phases 5 and 6 (CMIP5, CMIP6; Eyring et al., 2016) still have LSMs with a BBCP between 3 and 10 m, with 
the only exceptions being the CLM and the ORCHIDEE LSMs, extending down to 44 and 90 m, respectively 
(Burke et al., 2020; Cheruy et al., 2020; Cuesta-Valero et al., 2016).

Analytical estimates of the required BBCP-depth in LSMs can be made by assessing the penetration-depth 
of simple harmonic sinusoids with varying frequencies into the ground (Alexeev et al., 2007; Smerdon & 
Stieglitz, 2006). Short-term oscillations of daily and annual periods affect the ground to a depth of about 
10 m, whereas decadal to millennial signals can reach several hundred meters (Mareschal & Beltrami, 1992; 
Pollack & Huang, 2000; Smerdon et al.,  2003, 2004). When the penetration-depth of the warming/cool-
ing signal is deeper than the model’s BBCP, the heat propagation is unrealistically blocked with subsur-
face temperatures experiencing enhanced warming/cooling due to a reduced amplitude attenuation with 
depth (Alexeev et al., 2007; Smerdon & Stieglitz, 2006). Therefore, considering analytical estimates, BBCPs 
in ESMs are too shallow to represent transient temperature changes like those of historical and scenario 
simulations.

Additionally, previous studies involving the comparison of climate model output with subsurface temper-
ature profiles (González-Rouco et al., 2009; Stevens et al., 2007) and with estimates of terrestrial energy 
storage (Beltrami et al., 2006; Cuesta-Valero et al., 2016, 2021; MacDougall et al., 2008, 2010) suggested that 
models have an unrealistically shallow land representation. Recent developments have also shown that 
a more realistic subsurface temperature distribution and energy storage capacity are attained when deep 
BBCPs are considered in historical and stand-alone scenario experiments (González-Rouco et al., 2021; Her-
moso de Mendoza et al., 2020; Steinert et al., 2021).

Analytical and numerical approaches address the propagation of temperature changes with depth different-
ly. While the former considers pure harmonic signals and analytical solutions to the infinite half-space heat 
diffusion (e.g., Alexeev et al., 2007; Smerdon & Stieglitz, 2006; Wang et al., 2016), the latter considers a more 
realistic climate representation in the boundary conditions used to drive an LSM as it uses a discretization 
of the heat conduction equation down to the zero-flux BBCP (e.g., González-Rouco et al., 2009, 2021; Mac-
Dougall et al., 2008; Smerdon & Stieglitz, 2006; Steinert et al., 2021). The different nature of each framework 
has likely hampered consistent comparisons between them, although both threads of work have provided 
compelling evidence for the relevance of using sufficiently deep BBCPs. Differences are most prominent for 
transient climate signals longer than the oscillations of the daily and seasonal cycles.

This study bridges the gap between these frameworks by considering the consistency of LSMs and analyt-
ical schemes to provide sound estimates of the required BBCP-depth in climate models used to simulate 
long-term climate change. We use an ensemble of simulations of the historical and climate change scenario 
periods (Eyring et al., 2016) from a state-of-the-art LSM with a progressively increased BBCP-depth, and 
compare the resulting subsurface temperatures with the analytical representation of a comparable harmon-
ic-type climate change signal. For the first time, an agreement between the simulation-based and analytical 
frameworks for long-term climate trends can be established by adapting the standard analytical approach 
to mimic the surfE T  -signal of the LSM. The results are relevant for the climate modeling community by pro-
moting a more realistic representation of the ground heat storage and exchange and allowing for a refined 
estimate of the required BBCP-depth in LSM and ESM climate-change simulations.
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2. Deep Land Surface Model
The LSM used in this study is JSBACH (version 3.20p1; Reick et al., 2021), which is part of the Max Planck 
Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM; Mauritsen et al., 2019) used in CMIP6. In the standard version 
of JSBACH, the subsurface thermal structure is discretized in five layers, with depths at 0.06, 0.32, 1.23, 
and 4.13 m, and the BBCP at 9.83 m (Roeckner et al., 2003; Warrilow, 1986). In this study, a modified soil 
setup with a deeper BBCP (González-Rouco et al., 2021) is used. A simulation with the five-layer standard 
model is used and additional layers are introduced progressively in seven additional simulations with BB-
CP-depths at 21.59, 45.11, 91.73, 183.66, 364.47, 719.64, and 1,416.84 m for layers 6 to 12, respectively. The 
range of depth necessary for timescales investigated herein is expected to be about 200–300 m (Mareschal 
& Beltrami, 1992; Pollack & Huang, 2000) but prescribing a 1,417 m BBCP allows the deep JSBACH setup 
to be also used for the simulations of millennial timescales. The subsurface vertical temperature profile is 
calculated by the one-dimensional heat diffusion equation (Warrilow, 1986), with conduction being the 
only method of heat transport considered. Soil properties such as the volumetric heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity are obtained for different soil types from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (Dunne & Willmott, 1996) soil map and are constant throughout the soil column in the CMIP6 
version of JSBACH. A moisture-dependent thermal diffusivity (Jackson & Taylor, 1986; Sorour et al., 1990) 
is not represented in the present setup.

LSM simulations (SIM) for eight configurations using 5 to 12 model layers are performed for pre-industrial 
control conditions (PIC), historical conditions (HIS, 1850–2005), and the 21st-century warming scenario 
based on the representative concentration pathway RCP8.5 (RCP, 2006–2100; Nakicenovic et al., 2000). JS-
BACH is run in an offline mode with prescribed atmospheric conditions taken from CMIP5-simulations 
with the fully coupled MPI-ESM.

The external forcing has a strong influence on the simulated subsurface temperatures with a warming of 
about 6 K in the top four soil layers (Figure 1a), which is comparable with CMIP5 model estimates (Soong 
et al., 2020). The high-frequency variability near the surface diminishes in deeper layers because of the 
frequency-dependent amplitude attenuation. The subsurface temperatures are virtually detached from the 

surfE T  -changes below layers 9 and 10 (137.70–274.07 m), which illustrates that a BBCP at 1,417 m is sufficient-
ly deep to resolve the projected 21st-century warming.

3. Classic and Adapted Analytical Heat Diffusion Models
In the “Classic Analytical” (CA) model, the steady-state solution of the one-dimensional heat diffusion 
equation (Carslaw & Jaeger, 1959), dependent on time  and depth E z :

Figure 1. (a) Global mean (no glaciers) temperatures [K] of the historical and RCP8.5 simulated time series (1850–
2100) of the deep 12-layer configuration. Subsurface temperatures in JSBACH are calculated at the mid-layer depth. 
(b) Surface temperature [K] of the historical and RCP8.5 simulations (SIM, red) and idealized harmonic surface 
temperature pulses for the “Classic Analytical” (CA, black) and the “Effective Adapted Analytical” (EAA, gray) as 
described in Section 3. Solid lines of the analytical signals indicate the part that is considered for the analysis.
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oscillation E   . The value of E  considered herein is the global mean of JSBACH with     6 2 10.79 10E m s  .

Depending on the depth of the BBCP, there are two solutions for the amplitude attenuation and the phase 
shift of the surfE T  -signal propagating through the ground (Carslaw & Jaeger, 1959; Smerdon & Stieglitz, 2006). 
One is for an infinite half-space (INF) with a boundary condition at the land surface and a non-limited 
depth of propagation into the ground. The other solution refers to situations in which the propagation depth 
is limited by a bottom boundary condition and consequently has limited space (LIM) between the upper and 
the lower boundaries. For INF, the solutions for E A and E  take the form:
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The simple harmonic sinusoids commonly used as surfE T  -signals in the CA model adequately represent the 
oscillations of annual temperature cycles. However, this type of function does not represent long-term cli-
mate variations of decadal to millennial period length, considering climate change trends seen in recent 
decades and future projections (IPCC, 2018). Neglecting these longer timescales is potentially problematic 
when estimating the signal penetration-depth and the associated representation of the subsurface thermal 
state. Estimates of the required BBCP-depth in LSMs have been established before based on sinusoids of 
periods E  comparable of the timescales of interest (e.g., Mareschal & Beltrami, 1992; Pollack & Huang, 2000) 
but no systematic comparison to a realistically deep LSM has been undertaken. The latter is only possible 
when the characteristics for both the analytical and simulation-based domains are subject to comparable 
conditions. Therefore, we adapt herein the analytical sinusoid to the simulated surfE T  -evolution in SIM to ob-
tain an “Effective Adapted Analytical” (EAA) signal that can be used for comparison with the LSM output 
(Figure 1b).

The CA solution is based on the downward propagation of a sinusoid with a given amplitude that represents 
the range of the simulated warming and a period that extends over the timescale of warming (Figure 1b; 
black). As this CA sinusoid does not represent well the pace of warming simulated by SIM, the EAA signal 
is developed. We use a least-squares regression of a harmonic of the form of Equation 2 to obtain conditions 
for EAA that are most similar to the simulated surfE T  (Figure 1b; red). The fit ( 2 0.99E r  ) to the projected 
warming in the RCP8.5 simulation with a signal period of   1000E  years results in a signal amplitude of 
 14.22E A  K and an initial phase shift /2.11   . Note that changes in the selected period do not affect the 

results presented herein. The fitted harmonic signal is considered over 0.15 E  of its full period to match the 
150 SIM years between 1950 and 2100 (Figure 1b; gray).

In contrast to the CA solution that addresses the attenuation and phase shift of a sinusoid wave, we con-
sider a single sinusoid pulse for EAA as shown in Figure 1b. This mimics the soil thermal behavior in SIM, 
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where surfE T  -changes are induced into the depth as a gradually changing sinusoid pulse of the timescale of 
the warming signal. The analytical signal would correspond to a propagating wave, in which previous os-
cillations that are neglected here would produce an influence on subsurface temperatures. Therefore, the 
temperature anomaly perturbations at depth are only considered from the moment in time the surface pulse 
temperature variations reach the respective soil depth. The result is a harmonic function for which subsur-
face temperatures get influenced solely from the single propagating surface pulse, which closely mimics the 
mechanism of the LSM. The comparison of the LSM warming trend and the analytical downward propa-
gating pulse is performed by calculating differences between them and with respect to the reference mean 
state prior to the surface perturbation reaching a given depth.

Following Alexeev et al. (2007), we introduce a temperature error E TE to quantify the difference between the 
solution of the infinite and limited BBCP-depth. The E TE -concept can be used in both the LSM and the ana-
lytical framework making a direct comparison possible. It reduces the comparison of temperature fields to a 
function of BBCP-depth E H and the surfE T  -forcing-signal period length E  . We define the temperature difference 
between two cases with different BBCP-depth as:

2

1 1

1 1( , ) | ( , ) ( , )| .
H

H i j H i jd s
j i

TE H T z t T z t z t
H


 

  
     (7)

dE H  indicates the model simulation with the deepest BBCP. With a reasonably large BBCP-depth for the cor-
responding signal period length, HdE T  can be assumed to resemble the analytical INF solution. Accordingly, 

sE H  describes the simulation with a shallower BBCP ranging from 1 to 1,417 m for the continuous analytical 
solutions and from 5 to 11 layers for SIM, with  5 11L s LE H H H  when  12d LE H H  .

4. Amplitude Attenuation and Phase Shift
The effects of using shallow BBCP-depths in the simulation of the ground thermal state can be illustrated by 
the differences in the surface signal amplitude attenuation with depth between the analytical LIM and INF 
solutions (Figure 2a; Equations 3 and 5). For timescales up to the annual cycle, the attenuation percentage 
is comparable for both LIM and INF, which indicates that a BBCP-depth of 10 m is deep enough for LIM to 
accommodate such signals. However, for decadal to centennial timescales, the LIM and INF solutions differ 

Figure 2. (a) Amplitude attenuation [%] with a depth down to 10 m of different surface signal periods [years] for the infinite half-space solution (INF; dashed 
lines) and the limited solution (LIM; solid lines) with a bottom boundary condition placement of 10 m depth. (b) Spectral amplitude ratio and (c) cross-phase 
spectrum between the first (L1) and the fifth (L5) subsurface layers of globally averaged temperatures for the shallow (blue) and deep (red) Land Surface Model 
simulations and the limited boundary (black) and infinite half-space (gray) analytical solutions. Spectra are calculated from a Welch’s periodogram with a 40% 
“Hamming”-window size and 75% window overlap (Stoica & Moses, 1997).
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substantially. These signals penetrate deeper into the ground and cannot be represented well by a ground 
column with a BBCP of 10 m. The two solutions deviate particularly at depths close to the bottom because 
LIM must satisfy the zero-flux boundary condition at 10  m depth. Differences in the percentage of the 
attenuation of amplitude range between 19% and 43% for 5- to 250-year signals. For centennial and longer 
timescales, the physical space in a shallow subsurface is too limited to allow for a significant attenuation in 
both LIM and INF.

In the following, we apply a spectral analysis (González-Rouco et al., 2009) to explore the amplitude at-
tenuation and phase shift (Equations 3–6) of a surface signal in the ground for the analytical and the LSM 
frameworks, and to quantify their level of agreement over a range of signal frequencies present in the surfE T  
forcing signal (Figures 2b and 2c). The ratio between the periodogram spectral densities of the first (0.06 m) 
and the fifth (9.83 m) layer soil temperatures gives a representation of the intensity of amplitude damp-
ing (Figure 2b). The shallow LSM (5 layers) performs in good agreement with the analytical LIM solution 
(Figure 2b; black) over all frequencies but differs substantially from the analytical INF solution (Figure 2b; 
gray). For short-term periods from 2 to 5 years, the simulations of the deep (1,417 m) and shallow LSM show 
marginal differences, which suggest that for these signal periods, the shallow LSM is deep enough to sim-
ulate a proper temperature distribution. However, for signals of decadal to centennial timescales, there are 
considerable differences in the amplitude attenuation, which generate crucial temperature differences. In 
the case of the deep LSM, the simulations are closer to the analytical INF solution, which improves the LSM 
performance for the subsurface temperature representation. This is also visible in the phase-shift compari-
son between the deep and shallow models of the analytical and SIM framework. The deep LSM (Figure 2c; 
red) agrees better with the infinite analytical solution (Figure 2c; gray) with a larger phase shift compared 
to the shallow solutions, particularly toward the higher frequencies. For long-term signals, the phase-shift 
differences become smaller until they reverse for frequencies below 0.05 1E yr  (   20E  years). Thus, Figure 2b 
shows for both the analytical and the numerical LSM approach that a shallow BBCP disrupts the thermal 
regime and changes how the surfE T  -signal propagates frequency-dependent in time. Results do not differ in 
this work if subsurface layer 10 is considered as a representation of the INF detached BBCP case.

5. Agreement of LSM and Analytical Frameworks
Evaluating the differences of the LSM simulated subsurface temperature distribution with the calculation 
of the E TE (Figure 3a) for various BBCP-depths E H and signal periods E  helps to understand their relationship 
in the CA framework and identifies combinations that are indicative for a misrepresentation of the ground 
thermal state. In comparison to Alexeev et al. (2007), we expand the range of signal periods to 1,000 years 
to cover multi-centennial timescales. For any given signal period, the E TE is small when the BBCP is close 
to the surface (Figure 3a). E TE increases to maximum values of 15%–20% of the surfE T  -signal amplitude at a 
BBCP-depth TEmaxE H  , which shifts to larger BBCP-depth with larger signal periods. The near-surface soil is 
controlled by the surface forcing and has little thermal inertia because of the limited physical space. The 
initial E TE -increase is the net result of a gradually decreasing surface-condition influence toward TEmaxE H  
and a compensating fraction from the close proximity to the surface boundary. Further increasing the BB-
CP-depth diminishes E TE until it converges to zero. The point at which the E TE becomes nearly zero repre-
sents the BBCP-depth that is sufficient for respective E H - E  combinations.

A systematic comparison between the analytical solutions (lines) and the model simulations (points) is 
shown in Figure  3b for the analysis of a cross-section of the E TE -distribution at a fixed signal period of 
150 years (Figure 3a; black line). Note that this 150-year period is the timescale of the CA, EAA, and SIM 
temperature change in Figure 1b. For CA (Figure 3b; black), the E TE increases while increasing the BB-
CP-depth until it reaches a maximum of almost 20% of the surfE T  -signal amplitude at a model configuration 
of 25–30 m BBCP-depth. Beyond this depth, the influence of the BBCP decreases in CA with E TE reaching 
less than 1% at 120 m. EAA (Figure 3b; gray) shows similar behavior but with important differences. Com-
pared to CA, its maximum values reach E TE larger than 25% of the surfE T  -signal amplitude. EAA also shows a 
different E TE -trajectory with BBCP-depth, highlighting the relevance of adapting the analytical signal to the 
sinusoid-pulse for the comparison with the LSM. While it is close to CA for some depth configurations, it 
differs substantially by up to 35% for others and shows a relative minimum with a BBCP of about 80 m. This 
shape is independent of the selected E  . EAA’s E TE -convergence to zero is reached at larger BBCP-depth than 
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for CA. For EAA, 170 m BBCP-depth is required for E TE to become less than 1% compared to 115 m for CA. 
Thus, using the CA approach, the required BBCP in the LSM is underestimated by 32%.

A direct comparison to SIM (Figure 3b; red points) reveals a good agreement of the E TE -values of the LSM 
layer discretization at each BBCP-depth of the EAA solution. Therefore, the E TE -estimate and the accord-
ingly required BBCP-depth for the LSM can be derived more accurately from the EAA framework and give 
more realistic results than from the CA case. However, the results are sensitive to variations in the soil 
thermal diffusivity. Soil with low (high) diffusivity has its maximum E TE at a smaller (larger) BBCP-depth 
because the surfE T  -signal propagates less (more) easily into the ground. Results are shown for soil thermal dif-
fusivities ranging from    6 2 10.25 2.00 10E m s  with E TE -values reaching close to zero between 130 and 260 m 
(Figure 3b; thin gray/orange). The sensitivity illustrates that for different subsurface thermal properties and 
ground climatic conditions, the required BBCP-depth may vary even for the same surfE T  -signal.

The fact that the integrated E TE initially becomes larger while deepening the soil column (e.g., from layer 5 
to 6 layer in SIM) is caused by the increase of physical space for the amplitude-attenuation differences to 
evolve near the bottom boundary. The analysis of the cumulative E TE (Figure 3c) shows that with a 6-layer 
configuration of JSBACH (BBCP-depth at 21.59 m), only the absolute E TE is increased compared to all other 
depth configurations, while the five uppermost layers (Layer1–Layer5) experience a reduction in E TE as the 
BBCP is deepened. Although there is an initial increase of the absolute E TE when increasing the BBCP, the 

Figure 3. (a) Temperature error E TE [%] as two-dimensional (time-depth) integrated difference between the analytical solutions for the finite boundary (LIM) 
and infinite half-space (INF) cases for an idealized harmonic propagating into the ground with dependence to the bottom boundary condition placement 
(BBCP)-depth E H (m) and the surface signal period E  [years]. Each value in the field represents the integrated difference RMSE (Equation 7) between the deep 
and shallow configurations. Units are given in percentage of the surface signal amplitude. Maximum E TE -values are indicated for thermal diffusivities of 
    6 2 10.79 10E m s  (white line) and     6 2 11.0 10E m s  (orange). The black line indicates a cross-section at   150E  years. (b) Temperature error E TE [%] for the 
signals of SIM, CA, and EAA in Figure 2a with dependence to the maximum BBCP-depth E H [m]. The analytical CA signal (black) represents the E TE -values 
between the INF and LIM cases of the cross-section in (a) at   150E  years. E TE -sensitivity for the EAA, INF, and LIM cases to thermal diffusivity values is shown 
ranging from     6 2 10.25 10E m s  (thin gray dashed) over     6 2 10.79 10E m s  (thick gray) and     6 2 11.0 10E m s  (thin orange) to     6 2 12.0 10E m s  (thin gray 
dotted). Red dots indicate E TE [%] for the LSM cases. (c) Cumulative E TE [%] with each layer of the different BBCP-depth configurations of the LSM simulations. 
Red dots represent the maximum E TE for a given layer configuration identical with the values in (b). Gray dashed lines indicate layers 1–5 used for the estimation 
of the relative reduction of E TE [%]. (d) Relative E TE -reduction [%] for layer 5 in configurations with 5 layers (5L) to 12 layers (12L) with respect to the 5-layer 
BBCP configuration. Relative E TE -reduction in layers 1–4 is comparable to layer 5 and, therefore, not shown.
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relative E TE in the top five model layers is gradually decreasing by more than 50% each time the BBCP-depth 
is progressively increased (Figure 3d).

6. Discussion and Conclusions
The results presented herein show agreement between stand-alone numerical LSM simulations and adapt-
ed analytical solutions of the heat diffusion equation for long-term climate trends in the case of a shallow 
and a deep model representation. A comparison using the calculation of the temperature error makes it 
possible to take advantage of both frameworks. The consistency between the numerical and analytical solu-
tions enables a quantification of the misrepresentation of the subsurface thermal state in too shallow LSMs 
and provides more confidence in the estimate of BBCP requirements in the land component of state of the 
art climate models used to simulate long-term climate evolutions.

To reduce the relative integrated temperature error to less than 1%, a minimum BBCP-depth of 170 m is 
required for 150-year long surfE T  -signals of the historical and scenario simulations considered herein. How-
ever, the results can vary for different soil types and their respective conductive characteristics. BBCP-depth 
requirements may vary as the same surfE T  -signal reaches different depths depending on the soil thermal prop-
erties. While this is important when looking at specific sites, global LSMs require an average BBCP-depth 
adequate for any ground conditions and thus are best set to a slightly deeper BBCP to account for ground-
type and moisture-content variations. This would increase our estimate of a sufficiently deep BBCP to more 
than 250 m when the thermal diffusivity is increased from     6 2 10.79 10E m s  to     6 2 12.0 10E m s  .

Although the initial increase of BBCP-depth increases the absolute temperature error, the relative error in 
the upper 10 m decreases progressively. The increased error may be problematic for climate models that 
have their BBCP at a critical depth at which the error has its maximum values. However, deepening the soil 
column may also be an improvement for hydrological or biogeochemical processes (Fisher & Koven, 2020), 
which generally take place close to the surface, where the relative subsurface thermal state is improved with 
any increase of the BBCP-depth.

In reality, different soil types and soil-moisture/ice content that can alter the conductive properties of the 
ground usually occur in the upper 15 m of the subsurface above the bedrock level (e.g., Eliseev et al., 2014). 
However, some LSMs (such as JSBACH) prescribe constant diffusivity values throughout the ground col-
umn at a given grid point that are derived from the near-surface soil characteristics. Although this is helpful 
for our analysis because the analytical model uses a single diffusivity, it neglects the dynamic influence of 
soil climatic conditions. An improvement over the approach used herein could be the individual determi-
nation of required BBCP-depth for each model grid point, which would account for the spatial variability 
of static soil thermal properties.

The surface signal propagation into the subsurface depends on the length (period) of the warming signal. 
Although technically, the penetration-depth does not depend on the strength of the surface warming, its 
magnitude is important for the detectability of the signal in the subsurface. Hence, model-specific equilib-
rium climate sensitivity can slightly influence the estimate of penetration-depth from the different magni-
tude of response to the external forcing. The MPI-ESM is in the lower range of equilibrium climate sensitiv-
ity (Meehl et al., 2020) and therefore provides a more conservative example for the projected warming and 
the required model depth. Our analysis can specifically be adjusted to other models and scenarios by fitting 
the adapted analytical solution accordingly. Besides using LSM simulations, the adjustment of the EAA 
signal could also be done based on observational or reanalysis products. Adjusting a harmonic signal to the 
provided data enables the calculation of the temperature error E TE and thus, would allow for an evaluation 
of ground temperatures in a model-data comparison.

Ultimately, the decision on the model depth is a trade-off between computational effort and the remaining 
temperature error. Increasing the BBCP-depth progressively increases the realism of simulated land surface 
and subsurface processes. With increased BBCP-depth, however, comes an increased computational effort. 
In addition to the extra layers to be calculated at each time step, a deeper model requires a longer spin-up 
time for the soil to reach thermal equilibrium (González-Rouco et al., 2021). Consequently, for temperature 
trends over longer periods (e.g., millennial timescales), a longer spin-up is necessary. In LSMs with a high 
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vertical resolution, computational runtime could be increased considerably. From a thermal perspective, 
sensitivity experiments of higher vertical resolution have shown that the effect on soil temperature trends 
appears to be minimal (Lawrence et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2016) because the interpolation of the layer thick-
ness increments accounts for the missing layer intervals. However, other soil physical processes may benefit 
from an increased layer discretization, particularly close to the land surface, where the benefit offsets the 
compromises in simulation runtime and computational costs.

The presented results provide a refined framework for estimating the required BBCP-depth and its implica-
tions for the subsurface thermal regime, which can help the climate modeling community to improve the 
ground thermodynamic representation in LSM and ESM climate change simulations. The results provide 
a more accurate estimate of the required land model depth for long-term climate change simulations and 
assess the relative temperature error in insufficiently deep land models. They further show the sensitivity of 
heat conduction into the subsurface to variations in the soil thermal properties, which impacts the required 
BBCP-depth estimates. Due to the sensitivity of the terrestrial heat storage and energy distribution to the 
vertical design of the ground, most CMIP6 ESMs remain to adjust the depth of their LSM components 
according to the timescales of interest. However, a demonstration of the effects of using sufficiently deep 
BBCPs on coupled ESM simulations is still pending.

Data Availability Statement
The associated data sets for this research are available at the DRYAD Digital Repository (doi: 10.5061/dryad.
xpnvx0kfn).
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